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Final  Thematic Maps and key analytical points from QDA and from the applying the iterative procedure highlighted below.
Group 1: From one-sided interpretation to Tug-of-war between
solutions and values interpretation.
Not text-mined
Text-mined
“It is dicult to put a value on wolves. 
The value of wolves depends on 
who is talking about them.” 
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Group 2: Focus on understanding  - 
not on reaching a conclusion
Group 3:  Question-and-answer discussion - 
dierent aspects of discussion does not inform 
each other. 
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Discussion Networks are constructed
on the basis of word adjacency 
in text-mined transcripts
Network Analysis is 
employed to investigate the 
structure of Discussion Networks. 
Here, we show the results of applying Infomap 
[1] to three Discussion Networks.
Synonym rule example: 
convert wolves, wolf pack, the wolves, 
wolf’s, and wolves’ to wolf
Remove words rule example: 
The word “something” was removed because it did not 
add to the interpretation
Join rules example: 
In Swedish, the phrase “för att” means because. However, 
taken individually, “för” (for) and “att”  (that, to) are 
common words that do not add to the interpretation.
Iteratively formulating 
rules for text-mining transcripts.
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Applying Infomap algorithm [1]
What this method adds: Patterns in the-
matic maps help visualize, add nuance 
to, and inform interpretation of 
qualitative analyses.
Characterization of thematic maps is part of a 
  thematic analysis [3] that takes into account
    relationships between key parts of 
     the data.
